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  The Company

Progress is a publicly held company that 

was founded in 1981, employs approximately 

1,500 people worldwide, and has offices in 16 

countries. Progress has over 100,000 enterprise 

customers as well as 2,000 partners that 

integrate and resell its portfolio of application 

development, digital experience, and digital 

decisioning software. The firm’s products are 

designed for rapid development and focused 

specifically on decision-intensive applications, 

mobile apps, and immersive, cognitive digital 

experiences.  

 Market and  
Technology Positioning

Progress’s flagship digital decisioning 

platform,1  Corticon, is a low-code, 

model-driven approach for creating and 

managing business rules that is targeted 

at businesspeople, subject-matter experts 

(SMEs), and business analysts rather than 

application developers. In addition to business 

rules, the Corticon platform provides predictive 

data-driven decisioning. Given the criticality 

of digital decisioning for many automated 

business processes that Progress targets 

(including insurance, financial services, 

government, healthcare, and online retail), 

Corticon has established a strong foothold 

in the digital process automation market. 

Customer examples include the State of 

Maryland (which has automated 2,500+ rules 

to revitalize the failing healthcare exchange) 

and Boston Heart Diagnostics (which 

developed a customizable, personalized patient 

platform operated by business practitioners).

Although Progress sells Corticon directly 

to enterprises, the majority of its sales are 

through large systems integrators (such as 

Deloitte), OEM partnerships, and an extensive 

ISV channel. These partners often add workflow 

automation and other process automation 

features to the Progress decisioning solution, 

Founded 1981 | HQ Bedford, MA | >1,500 employees | $431.9M revenue (2019) 

Progress is an application development software company with more 
than two million users and a 30-year-plus track record. Progress 
provides a low-code digital decisioning platform for business processes; 
low-code application development tools; digital experience software 
for chat, mobile, and web apps; and AI/ML tools for developing and 
operationalizing data science.   
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which puts Corticon squarely in the digital 

process automation market via its channel 

partners. Progress’s low-code digital 

decisioning platform is often combined with 

third-party process automation software 

to fully automate operational, customer 

experience, and end-to-end processes.

Because of its footprint as a component of 

digital process automation platforms and a 

comprehensive digital decisioning platform, 

Corticon exists at the nexus of low-code, digital 

process automation, and digital decisioning 

software (see Figure 1).

In some situations, Corticon competes 

head-to-head with low-code digital process 

automation vendors, such as Appian or K2. This 

may happen if the organization is evaluating 

whether to buy a standalone digital decisioning 

product or an embedded business rules engine 

within a digital process automation platform. In 

most instances, Corticon is squared off against 

other decisioning platform vendors (e.g., 

Equifax, Experian, and FICO) as well as digital 

decisioning vendors that offer decisioning 

functionality with their digital process 

automation platforms (e.g., IBM, Oracle, 

Pegasystems, and Software AG). Frequently, 

the varying approaches overlap sufficiently that 

some enterprises look at vendors that are not 

considered direct, head-to-head competitors. 

When competing directly against process 

automation vendors, Progress tackles the 

opportunity from a low-code business rules 

and analytics angle. In contrast, the process 

automation vendors take a low-code workflow 

approach with decisioning rules embedded 

within the process platform. 

Following are two contrasting examples of how 

Corticon is implemented for different types of 

business processes:

1. Underwriting mortgages – this process 

typically requires both workflow 

Digital Decisioning 
Platform

Real-time insights
through analytics, 
machine learning, 

and decision modeling

Digital Process 
Automation Platform

Tools for discovering, 
designing, automating, 

monitoring and improving 
business processes

Low-code 
Platform

Visual, intuitive, pre-
built tools for 

businesspeople and 
developers

Figure 1: Corticon Market Positioning
Corticon has overlapping functionality within three markets and is 

deeply entrenched in digital decisioning 
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Corticon has overlapping functionality within three markets 

and is deeply entrenched in digital decisioning

automation and digital decisioning in 

support of a low-code, case management 

approach. In this scenario, digital 

decisioning is core to executing the 

business process, but workflow/case 

management software is equally important. 

For the decisioning part of the solution, the 

underwriting SMEs involved with business 

policies, rules, marketing initiatives, and 

regulations use Corticon to write and 

update decisioning rules. By relying on 

business experts, organizations can quickly 

change and update parameters when 

rolling out new marketing programs or 

implementing new regulations.  
 

For example, one organization currently 

uses Corticon to underwrite vehicle 

registration. In a project team of 12 people 

working with Corticon, approximately 
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half are involved in writing rules while the 

rest work to integrate Corticon with other 

systems. The rules-focused staff are not 

programmers but have in-depth knowledge 

and deep domain expertise. Across the 

entire business process, other workers have 

a different focus (beyond Corticon) and are 

responsible for using the case management 

system to automate and execute the 

underwriting process.

2. Credentialing/certification – this 

decisioning-intensive process usually 

requires business rules but relies less (or 

not at all) upon workflow automation. For 

example, financial institutions use digital 

decisioning to maintain their credentials 

and/or certification. Credentialing is less 

workflow-oriented but is heavily dependent 

upon decisioning rules. Why? Thousands of 

individuals in these institutions periodically 

undergo additional training and testing 

to maintain and update their credentials, 

which usually vary by state. Tracking this 

high-volume activity doesn’t require a linear 

workflow progression; rather, it involves 

creating, tracking, and updating complex 

decisioning rules that are challenging, if not 

impossible, to manage manually.

While Corticon can tackle both scenarios, 

the company relies upon different channels 

depending on the type of business processes 

involved. For example, Progress pursues the 

following channels in its go-to-market strategy: 

 Usually sells Corticon directly to 

enterprises or through ISVs when the 

enterprises need decision-intensive 

automation (e.g., credentialing) but have 

a low requirement for workflow. This 

decisioning approach gives business 

owners the flexibility to automate and 

control their own highly dynamic processes 

without relying upon or waiting for often-

delayed assistance from IT. 

 Relies on ISVs, OEMs and SIs to automate 

digital decisioning processes that also 

involve workflow automation and other 

software components. Partners for 

these types of situations include TIBCO, 

K.K. Ashisuto (a Japanese company 

that combines decisioning, RPA, and 

other components), Genpact (HR payroll 

services), DXC (episodes of patient care and 

Medicare/Medicaid), and QAD (ERP).

 Sells directly to a limited number of 

enterprises that “roll their own” solutions 

using digital decisioning, other tooling, 

Type of Process Example Characteristics Corticon Channel

Decisioning/
workflow 

Underwriting Decisioning rules and analytics are 
embedded or integrated into the process 
automation platform to support complex 
case management/workflow automation

Sold primarily through OEMs, systems 
integrators, and resellers; or sold directly to 
enterprises (less frequently)

Decisioning 
only

Credentialing Digital decisioning platform manages high-
volume, complex tracking, monitoring and 
updating system; no workflow automation 
required

Sold directly to enterprises; also sold indirectly 
through value-added ISV channels

Table 1  
Corticon Decisioning Platform’s Use Cases and Channels
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Figure 2  
Progress Corticon’s Strategic Positioning

Legend

low-code
0 – no emphasis on low code
1 – business developer focus
3 – extensive low-code tooling
5 – general purpose low-code 

market 

RPA
0  – no RPA offering
1  – custom integration
3  – 1+ partners/OOB 

connectors 
5  – deep partnership/native 

RPA 

content services
0 – no content support
1 – native content support
3 – partnership with 1+ content 

providers
5 – native content services/

management

AI/ML
0 – no focus on AI/ML 
1 – initial insights/

experimentation 
3 – multiple AI/ML deployments 

(e.g., capture, next best 
action, NLP)

5 – native AI/ML in DPA product

business operations
0 – focus on CX only
1 – targeting the back office
3 – pre-built use cases for back 

office 
5 – strategic focus on complex 

business operations

customer experience
0 – focus on biz ops only
1 – focus on CX for biz ops 
3 – targeting sales and 

marketing 
5 – strategic focus on end-to-

end CX-centric processes 

business apps
0 – no focus on business apps
1 – pre-built templates/forms 

for specific processes
3 – 1+ pre-built apps >50% 

packaged
5 – fully packaged apps 

low-code

RPA

business  
operations

business 
apps

AI/ML

customer 
experience

content 
services

software components, and in-house 

resources. For example, Boston Heart has 

developed a highly customized tool for 

summations and reports on cardiac and 

patient wellness based upon Corticon’s 

digital decisioning platform.

Figure 2 provides a high-level overview of 

Corticon’s strategic positioning. (Note: this 

radar graphic is not a product analysis or 

product rating; rather, it represents vendor 

positioning within the digital process 

automation market.) 

A deeper analysis of the categories on the 

graph shows:  

 The digital decisioning platform’s 

strategic focus is centered on low-code 

software for businesspeople, business 

analysts, and business domain subject-

matter experts. In fact, this orientation 

has always been Corticon’s forte, even 

before the term “low-code” was coined. 

Corticon’s historic emphasis of supporting 

businesspeople with an Excel-centric 

spreadsheet approach (which is easy for 

power users to learn and apply) dovetails 

with low-code objectives; no programming 

is needed other than integrating the 

digital decisioning platform with other 

applications. Progress has recently 

extended Corticon’s functionality by 

integrating Corticon with Kinvey, another 

Progress product that provides a low-code 

development platform for building web 

and mobile applications that function in 

serverless deployments.

 Progress views robotic process 

automation (RPA) functionality as 

crucially important to enterprises and 

relies on OEMs and systems integrators 

to address those situations. Progress 

says its customers are more interested in 

adding RPA to the Corticon platform than 
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workflow or digital process automation. 

A good example is K.K. Ashisuto (KKA), 

a Japanese OEM partner that has added 

RPA and third-party components (e.g., 

UI) to the Corticon platform to create an 

advanced digital decisioning platform. One 

of KKA’s customers, the Japanese Patent 

Office, combines Corticon with RPA to drive 

the patent process by creating scripts for 

sending, receiving, and normalizing forms. 

In addition, Progress has reached out to 

potential RPA partners in North America 

and has also acquired Ipswitch to extend 

RPA functionality within the Corticon digital 

decisioning platform. Like many other 

vendors in the digital process automation 

space, Progress is currently evaluating its 

RPA options but intends to work with a 

variety of providers.

 For content-intensive processes, Progress 

offers an integrated digital experience 

solution called the DXP platform, which 

bundles content and business rules.  

This platform is supported by the Progress 

portfolio built upon Progress Sitefinity 

(content management system), Progress 

DataDirect connectivity, Kendo UI front-end 

tools, and Ipswitch. The platform can, for 

example, push web content based on rules, 

identify a persona, feed custom content to 

consumers, and provide personalization. 

The DXP platform can be sold directly to 

enterprises but often the go-to market is 

through indirect channels.

 AI/ML is intrinsic to the Corticon digital 

decisioning platform. This is particularly 

true given that business rules overlap with 

and preceded AI/ML technology. From an 

integration perspective, Corticon can work 

with AI/ML upstream or downstream in 

the process. Progress is now working to 

better determine how to integrate business 

rules with deep learning for analyzing 

past activities within compliance and risk 

analysis processes. For example, integrators 

are using Corticon to call external services 

and risk ratings from loan applications, and 

then integrate decisioning with machine 

learning to determine if a loan should be 

approved or denied. Corticon analyzes 

properties related to the loan origination 

decision and then derives rules from that 

process.

 Business operations is a core target 

market. Progress has a long heritage 

of working with enterprises to support 

compliance, fraud detection, credentialing, 

claims processing, underwriting, and many 

other operational processes. Because 

Progress has an indirect channel strategy, 

these applications are typically created by 

large systems integrators, OEMs, and ISVs 

(although enterprises sometimes build 

their operational solutions using in-house 

resources). Customer examples include 

the US Bureau of the Interior (managing 

the closing of offshore oil wells) and 

eBay (determining whether a transaction 

requires escrow funds). Financial services 

companies use Corticon to produce, 

manage, and track all the documents 

related to purchasing a home by using 

templates and rules.

 Customer experience is a strategic 

market for Progress’s products, including 

the Corticon decisioning platform. 

Increasingly, Progress has expanded its 

focus beyond operational processes to also 

target a range of processes that automate, 

personalize, and inform the customer 

journey. Progress’s software portfolio (e.g., 

Sitefinity, Progress Kinvey, and Corticon) is 

targeted at delivering predictive, immersive 

digital experiences. The company’s partners 

are using this broad portfolio to develop 

customer-facing processes that allow 
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the enterprise’s end-customers to use 

Corticon-powered applications such as 

patient portals.

 Many out-of-the-box applications 

powered by Corticon and other Progress 

platforms are provided by OEMs, systems 

integrators, and ISVs. Corticon looks to 

its partner channel to develop repeatable 

solutions rather than developing them 

internally. As previously mentioned, 

partners that provide business applications 

include Genpact (HR payroll services), DXC 

(episodes of patient care and Medicare/

Medicaid), and QAD (ERP Manufacturing.) 

EDM, a UK-based partner, provides property 

evaluation for mortgage processing, which 

includes automating damage assessments 

for Avis rental car properties.

 Our Opinion

Corticon is a well-established, leading 

digital decisioning platform that is widely 

implemented alongside or embedded in 

digital process automation platforms. 

Progress has a significant footprint in two 

overlapping markets, both of which are used 

to support decision-intensive processes. The 

company’s long-term commitment to support 

software for businesspeople, business analysts, 

and SMEs has given it a significant advantage 

in today’s low-code software market. Progress 

would do well to consider acquiring a digital 

process automation platform, but this is highly 

unlikely given its prior history in the BPM 

market (e.g., the Savvion acquisition) and 

the firm’s strategic commitment to work with 

many OEMs and SIs across a range of process 

automation software, RPA, and other third-party 

components. Alternatively (or additionally), 

Progress should consider making an RPA 

acquisition, as the RPA market is just beginning 

to converge. However, both of these courses 

are unlikely given Progress’s commitment to 

provide an open platform for channel partners 

to build upon. Progress would also do well to 

double down on marketing communications 

and product marketing resources in order to 

more effectively get its messages out about 

the potential for integrating digital decisioning, 

digital experiences, web content and social/

mobile channels, and AI/ML for transformed 

business processes.

 Advice to Buyers
Organizations seeking a digital decisioning 

platform that provides business rules 

management and advanced analytics should 

put the Corticon platform on their short 

lists. Corticon is particularly well suited for 

decisioning-intensive processes that are 

undergoing business transformation to deliver 

predictive and immersive digital experiences 

involving mobile and social channels, and 

dynamic, personalized web content. In 

particular, Corticon is a strong match for 

organizations that seek a decisioning platform 

with tooling truly designed (i.e., not hyped) for 

businesspeople, business analysts, and SMEs. 

To take full advantage of the Corticon platform, 

buyers must carefully examine the channel 

partners because the extent and variety of 

components and platforms that the partners 

use to add value span a wide spectrum.
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Research Series:  
Digital Process Automation State of the Market 

This report is part of Deep Analysis’s Digital Process Automation State of the 

Market research series, which includes these reports: 

 State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Current Assessment 2019 

 State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025

 Vendor Vignettes for Digital Process Automation Vendors

 SOAR Analysis

Strengths 

 Demonstrable strength and track record in 

providing easy-to-use decisioning tools for 

businesspeople, business analysts, and SMEs

 Extensive channel partners ranging from OEMs 

and large systems integrators to ISVs

 Integration with Progress low-code digital 

experience platform

 Corticon combined with Progress DataDirect 

REST Connector 

Opportunities 
 Capitalize now on embedding AI/ML across the 

decisioning platform and the digital experience 

platform

 Amp up marketing communications messages 

and product marketing strategy to create greater 

market awareness

 Pursue digital transformation opportunities for 

deploying rules in a serverless architecture while 

integrating social tools, content management,  

and decisioning services 

Aspirations 
 Pursue the RPA market aggressively while remaining 

open to partnerships with multiple vendors

 Incorporate deep learning into Corticon’s predictive 

analysis for compliance and regulatory processes

 Expand beyond today’s market to push 

decisioning processes to the edge via IoT devices 

 Create tooling to monitor social feeds, sentiment 

analysis, and decisioning rules based on end-

customers’ mood changes – and respond in  

real time

 Develop the ability to express rule defections 

across customer service apps, restful APIs, 

customer channels, and other data sources 

Results 
 Impressive footprint in digital decisioning

 Assertive positioning from leveraging  

the Corticon platform with Kinvey (MXDXP) and 

Sitefinity (web content and DXP)

Endnotes

1 Digital decisioning platforms encompass 

digital process automation, business rules 

management, and advanced analytics.
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Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations 

understand and address the challenges of innovative and 

disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.

Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and 

consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM, 

Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.

Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information 

Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial 

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published 

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise 

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella, 

outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and 

successfully deploy AI.

Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their 

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and 

future market opportunities.

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

centric approach to its research and understands real-world 

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the 

technology industry.

Contact us:

info@deep-analysis.net

+1 978 877 7915

Deep Analysis
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